Raising the profile
and embracing the
power of ‘Book Talk’
DAVID FENN

Context
• RAF Leeming Community Primary is
medium sized primary in North
Yorkshire. The school has high
mobility due to its military context.
• Reading For Pleasure has been a
real focus in the previous 2 years SIP.
However, the challenge was to
continue and sustain the successes
gained from the introduction of
class libraries and initial, informal
book talk in classes.

OU Research inspiration
and rationale
Following our previous work on Reading for Pleasure, after joining our
local OU RfP group, a number of the TaRs inspired the next steps in our
school’s journey:

• TaR 1 and 2 Knowledge of children’s literature and reading practice
- We were keen to continue exposing children and teachers to not
just those ‘celebrity’ (David Walliams, Roald Dahl etc) authors. We
aimed to use Book Talk as a tool to gauge children’s reactions to
these. In turn, as staff, being open to informing our own knowledge
by becoming acutely aware of texts and authors the children are
discovering and recommending themselves.
• TaR 3 Reading for pleasure pedagogies – Through research we
became aware of how regular book talk and sharing
recommendations had the potential to engage and empower our
young readers. We were interested to see the impact of more
opportunities for ‘child-led’, informal and ‘inside-text’ talk, where
children could share views of texts they were encountering at the
same time.
• TaR 5 Reading communities that are reciprocal and interactive –
Research in this area made us realise the potential of creating
‘social spaces’ for reading where children could use more modern
and informal methods to engage with literature, such as chatrooms
and classroom conversations.

Aims

• To raise profile and reputation of reading
amongst low-stamina, reluctant readers.
This was in response to those children
who, despite having the ability to read
confidently, struggle to maintain good
reading habits.
• Recognise, reinforce and celebrate
those children with high-quality reading
habits. This aim was designed to continue
and consolidate healthy reading habits
already developed; giving children a
forum to share their experiences of the
range of books they encountered.
• Embed ‘Book Talk’ as a statutory
expectation across school and in
children’s psyche as an integral part of
their young reading experience. As a
response to children feeling that in order
to share their views about a text it must
be a formal book review.

Outline
• Book Talk – Whilst this was already happening
across school informally, all classes were to
timetable a regular, weekly slot where children
would have time to share their reading through
recommending books, reading extracts aloud,
verbally sharing their views about texts.
• The profile of Book Talk was to be raised by
being shared in Key stage celebration
assemblies too

Outline
– Book Club
An extra-curricular Book Club was
set up and ran for KS2 children. In
this they were able to:
• take part in more in-depth book
talk
• Share and read their favorite
books from home
• Take time to write reviews of
recently encountered books

Outline –
Book Award and
related e-book-talk
• Children in UKS2 were invited to take part in a Book
Award, where they were required to read at least 6
books over the course of the Spring Term.
• Invitations were open, but reluctant readers and those
who lack stamina were targeted. Stickers were
awarded for every book read on a passport and
certificates were awarded to successful participants.

• Books were from a wide-range of up-and-coming
children’s authors and genres.
• A link was created with a similar sized primary, who ran
the Book Award alongside our school.

• Google Classroom was set up so that all participants in
the Book Award from both schools could access an
online forum to share their comments, questions and
reviews of the books. Children were given a regular inschool time each week to add their comments to the
book talk forum.

Examples of ebook-talk!

Examples of ebook-talk!

Examples of Book reviews posted on Google Classroom

Outline Recommended
reads
• Development of each class in
school having a designated
area to promote books, share
reviews and photographs of
children with current reads
• In UKS2 child-led development
of a mini-book review, enabling
children to scaffold a shortened
book review to add to book
displays

Impact
• Raised engagement in targeted
group of reluctant boy readers.
Evidence from regularity of choosing
to read in class, comments in
reading records and willingness to
contribute in book talk sessions.
• Significant rise in children achieving
expected standard in 2022 Y6
Reading assessment. (17% gain:
2019 – 65% to 2022 – 82%)
• Increased levels of informal book talk
around school observed: children
discussing books at breaktime;
asking for friends to recommend
books from class library; 90% of
children in KS2 put up hand in
Reading Assembly (May 2022),
willing to share a book they had
recently enjoyed.

Quotes from children involved in the project:

“I liked this one, has he written any other books like this?” Y6 reluctant
boy reader
“I wouldn’t usually do something like this but I now like to explore
more about books” Y5 reluctant girl reader
“I don’t usually read this much, but I’ve really enjoyed these books
and I want get all 6 read so I can vote for my favourite” Y6 boy
“It was really good to help organise the award and post on our forum
– I liked seeing what people thought of the other books, then I read it
cos loads of other children said it was good – It was definitely my
favourite in the end” Y6 confident reader

“I liked it because I got to read some authors that I had never heard.
I chose a huge book that took me ages to read, but I loved it
because all the twists and turns” Year 5 SEN pupil

Reflections on impact the TaRs research
had on practice
• Being open to new ideas and alternative strategies
(using an online forum for book talk) generated
unexpected, but rewarding outcomes.
• Sharing knowledge of texts was so important during the
project as it informed decisions about which texts to
invest in and which to avoid.
• The regular opportunity to share how each other’s
projects were going in the OU group was beneficial as
it increased realisation that other teachers also had
many challenges to overcome too.
• As a school we plan to continue developing RfP
principles through:
•

Developing teacher’s knowledge of children’s literature further

•

Embedding ‘Book Talk’ through a range of varied strategies
(including ICT)

•

Increasing opportunities to celebrate and raise the profile of
Book talk as an essential to tool in learning to read.

